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What Can Congress Do?
Meryl Nass, MD

1. The International Pandemic Preparedness Act, which was inserted in the 2023 NDAA and passed
last December, pages 950-967, was probably not read by most members of Congress, who may not have
known it was there.  It directs the federal government to comply with the global biosecurity agenda,
which presumably means the WHO’s pandemic treaty and International Health Regulation (IHR) and
its amendments.  It directs the US government to support GAVI, a vaccine NGO formed by Bill Gates.
There are many troubling aspects to this bill.  Congress should ideally revoke it, but at a minimum per-
form oversight and report on how it is being implemented.

2. Revoke the 2005 PREP Act, which allows experimental products to be used on the entire population,
potentially with no testing or minimal testing, and removes liability from the manufacturer, the gov-
ernment, those performing vaccinations and everyone involved. (This domestic law, which created the
Emergency Use Authorization, is needed so the WHO can legally order untested drugs and vaccinations

3. Revoke all legislation passed in the wake of the 2001 anthrax letter attacks that allowed Constitution-
al protections to be suspended for emergencies and funded misguided pandemic preparedness efforts.
Project Bioshield, etc.)

4. Encourage the states to revoke the Model State Emergency Health Powers Acts and similar legislation
that was authored by Georgetown Professor Lawrence O. Gostin under a CDC contract, passed
by the states, and which has allowed governors to rule by decree during designated emergencies.

5. Exit and defund the WHO--support HR-79.

6.
adopted in the US by “executive agreement.”  According to the Congressional Research Service, “an ex-
ecutive agreement is a type of treaty from an international law perspective...” yet it does not require
Senate advice and consent.  Congress should demand that the IHR Amendments, as well as the Pandemic

Simply because an earlier version of this treaty was signed by ex-
ecutive branch agreement, there is no reason that massive revisions of the treaty also should evade
Senate scrutiny.

In fact, in Article 36 the treaty itself calls on state parties to ratify it.

This is particularly important in light of the WHO’s plan to withhold the negotiated IHR Amendments 
from the public and all member states in January, as required by the IHR, and continue work on them 
until, potentially, they have been passed by the World Health Assembly in May. At which point, presum-
ably, we will learn what our nations have signed up to after the fact.

7. The negotiations on the IHR amendments are being conducted in secret.  A Swedish parliamentarian
(Elsa Widding) has challenged Sweden’s Health Minister to make the negotiations transparent or resign.
Something like this could be demanded of the Biden administration.

8. Withhold all WHO funding in the foreign operations appropriations bill, as did the House in HR-
4665.

https://apps.who.int/gb/inb/pdf_files/inb7/A_INB7_3-en.pdf
https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr2/A_WGIHR2_7-en.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/118th-congress/house-bill/79/text
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/row/IF12139.pdf



